The AIA Academy of Architecture for Health and the AAH Foundation Jointly Announce Four Fellowship Opportunities:

**FELLOWSHIPS and AWARD AMOUNTS**

**J Armand Burgun Fellowship**
This fellowship goes to students and/or professionals who demonstrate a strong interest in advancing the knowledge, application and participation of the Facilities Guidelines Institute. Fellowship award(s) range from $10,000 – $20,000.

**Griffin/McKahan/Zilm (GMZ) Graduate Fellowship in Health Facility Planning & Design**
This fellowship has been established by three leaders in healthcare planning through the Academy of Architecture for Health Foundation Legends fund to encourage research into healthcare programming and planning. Fellowship award(s) range from $2,000 – $7,500.

**The George J. Mann, AIA Travel Prize**
This travel prize has been established to support travel expenses for students pursuing a healthcare architecture education. Travel prize amount is $4,000.

**AIA-AAH: Arthur N. Tuttle Fellowship in Health Facility Planning and Design**
The Tuttle Fellowship supports graduate students and emerging professionals seeking licensure, increasing their awareness of the needs and nature of healthcare facilities, attracting talented young architects and students to the field and advancing the knowledge of planning and design for healthcare environments. Fellowship award(s) range from $2,000 – $10,000.

**APPLICATIONS OPEN: AUGUST 1, 2019 – DUE: FEBRUARY 7, 2020**

**FELLOWSHIP GOALS**
- To increase architecture students’ awareness of the special needs and nature of health facilities.
- To better understand the dynamics of the team environment and what makes successful project delivery teams.
- To encourage research consistent with the overall mission of FGI.
- To attract talented young architects & students to the field of healthcare architecture.
- To advance the knowledge of planning and design of healthcare environments.

**TO BE ELIGIBLE, APPLICANTS MUST:**
- Be enrolled in a fully accredited NAAB Architecture Program or professional Healthcare focused program – including those enrolled in a 1-year program (assuming that some of the study will occur post-graduation).
- And/or be a doctoral candidate enrolled in a NAAB program with a Healthcare focus.
- And/or be a professional in Independent Study/ Independent Research or non-tenured faculty.

For more information and for a copy of the application booklet visit the websites:
[https://aahfoundation.org/research/research/](https://aahfoundation.org/research/research/)
[https://network.aia.org/academyofarchitectureforhealth/home/scholarships-fellowships-awards](https://network.aia.org/academyofarchitectureforhealth/home/scholarships-fellowships-awards)